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Quality

Quality

I am here to offer a caution

Not to slow our progress but to Assure our own progress and 
progress for those we serve
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What is Quality?

In Telehealth, Generally measured against: 

Standards of care – Was there better adherence to the standard of care
Improved adherence to the patient’s care plan
Outcomes, Survival rate, reduced frequency of acute events
Quality of life scores
Patient satisfaction – Interesting but only a partial measure of quality
Cost reduction – This is certainly an objective and should be an end 
result but is should not be a measure of Quality by itself
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Déjà vu

This is not new.  We faced the same point of maturity in clinical 
telemedicine. 

When this technical advance arrived in the early 1990s it was 
exciting – a lot of entrepreneurs and providers rushed in

About 10 years into this area (in early 2000s), it began to falter … Its 
growth had been as much about vision and technical excitement as 
it was on care

A re-focus on quality of care, acceptance by clinical associations, 
healthcare providers and the groups that pay for care became 
essential.
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Déjà vu

Very sexy - very attractive – exciting opportunity – cool technology

Let’s not forget that this is still healthcare – this is real people with 
real needs

The responsibility to provide quality, appropriate care remains

Quality is essential for patients and care providers

Quality is essential to the health of the industry as well
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Clinical Telemedicine

There has been a lot of progress 

Refocus on processes, quality measures, standards, technology 
evaluation, etc.

Peer reviewed literature to support effectiveness

Acceptance as the a standard of care … Acceptance in many 
situations as the preferred method of care delivery
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Clinical Telemedicine

Now there is an acceptance that this is not new care – it is simply 
the use of technology to deliver the same care in a similar way

Telemedicine is no longer “New”

Over 12,000 papers establishing its effectiveness, outcomes, quality 
of care in the National Library of Medicine alone.

National Standards and Protocol accepted by National and 
International Societies are in place and expanding

3rd party clinical use comparisons of devices in this sector are 
commonly available
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Clinical Telemedicine

Unfortunately the “Acid Test” of acceptance

Majority of payers now accept this as 
a legitimate method of care and … 
pay for it.

Resulting in a healthy industry
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Déjà vu all over again?

Here we are again
Exciting technology – exciting opportunities to impact

Behavior 
Improved health 
Management of existing conditions 
Reduced demand on the healthcare 
Living longer, living better, living healthier

All driven by:
A real clinical need
A need to reduce cost and demand on acute care
Low cost omnipresent technology
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Definitions
Telehealth, Chronic Disease management, Home patient monitoring 

Patients with later stage of usually a chronic disease diagnosis
Established pattern of care need
On a care plan

Health Management / Wellness Management
Early stage of a disease or at high risk for disease
The question is how do I reduce impact of this disease and live as long and 
healthy as possible

True Wellness
No known disease - a focus of staying that way

This presentation focuses on the first one
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Telehealth, Chronic Disease management, 
Home patient monitoring

Time to pull back and focus on the quality and effectiveness of care

This will be more difficult in some ways:

A non-clinical setting – the home

A greater focus on technology and cost – Avoiding the need for acute care 

Some confusion …. Consumer vs. clinical
Telehealth, Chronic Disease management, Home patient monitoring  is still 
clinical care in a different setting
The same approach to quality and standards of care apply
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Telehealth, Chronic Disease management, 
Home patient monitoring

Tools we use.  

Protocols of care
More guidelines and protocols of care available
More and more leading providers focus on adherence to protocols of care

Bosch, Tunstall, Bayer, Care-Innovations, Others

Technology 
Patient home devices 
Patient information, added value support, coaching
Medical devices 

Understand the real difference between a medical device and a consumer product
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Telehealth, Chronic Disease Management, 
Home patient monitoring

The device must meet the need
Accuracy in managing a disease is sometimes very different than a 
consumer product
Know the difference

Examples: 
Scale – Generally not a medical device little differentiation from 
consumer device – Key is consistent measurement, ease of use and 
stability
Blood Pressure device – More differentiation between devices – Key is 
accuracy and consistency 
Pulse Ox - Significant differentiation between clinical and medical 
devices
Glucose meter – Always a clinical device
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Regulatory Claims are the Key Reference

What are the regulatory claims? 
This is the only reference for the intended purpose of a medical device 
(and Sometimes very different that the “marketing” claims)
Regulatory claims are public information – we have a responsibility to 
our patients to know.

Example: Pulse Oximeters
Most of the low cost pulse oximeters you buy at a drug store or on the 
internet have claims for “health adults”
Only two companies have FDA regulator claims for “Low Perfusion” and 
“Motion” (Masimo and Nonin) 
SpO2 Claims must be using human trials.  That is the rule of the FDA, 
IEC and IEEE states that simulator should not be used to verify 
accuracy of a pulse ox.
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The right tool for the Patient’s need

A pulse oximeter for a healthy adult may have very different 
capabilities than one designed for sick people

A key attribute is accuracy.  A few percentage points one way or the 
other can drive different care responses by a clinician

Another key attribute is the ability to accurately measure while a 
patient is de-saturation (the oxygen saturation percentage in their 
blood is dropping)  

This is a common event in chronic disease (such as COPD and CHF)
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Test results
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Since a patient with a reading above 95 would generally not need 
intervention, in this example, the Oximeters A and B would report 
that nothing was wrong.  Unfortunately saturations of 81 or 82, 
would normally indicate something was very wrong.

A and B are not appropriate for many chronic disease patients
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Telehealth, Chronic Disease management, 
Home patient monitoring

This is Clinical Care – just outside a traditional clinical setting

It can not be taken less seriously.

The same rigors of care, process, protocol and tools remains

This method of care has been proven and offers tremendous value.

Confusing this with consumer health risks the potential of Telehealth
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Questions ?

Mark VanderWerf
Nonin Medical
mark.vanderwerf@nonin.com
011-978-760-1800
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